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POWERFUL TECHNOLOGIES, SMART SOLUTIONS. We specialize in customized, scalable, end-to-end information solutions and documented technology solutions. Find your POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY solution, SMART SOLUTIONS. Find your ESI IT services, and cutting-edge hardware and software solutions
provide a single point of contact for all your IT needs. Our technology and office document solutions provide convenience and ease of use to improve your performance. Our experts cover your needs, from copycats to software solutions and delivery services. Our professional service offerings make ESI a true partner for
all your office technology needs, whether you're looking for managed services, IT staff or project consulting, design and logistics management, we can help anywhere in your project. ESI's Managed Services, comprised of managed print services and managed IT services, provides companies with customized and user-
friendly technology support. Find out more success stories More Tech Partners you get hired as a pace hire. (2 months) It's a pace to hire, but if you concentrate on your work and keep communication to a minimum (it's necessary) and you present yourself well. You will shoe in ! Very welcoming for everyone. They will
wright you to use a mobile phone if someone informs you... anyone can let you know. Was this review useful? Every day in this company, your role may change. Their leadership is very disorganized and does not want to listen to advice. Bad/lazy workers are often rewarded and put into positions that do not help the rest
of the team in projects that are constantly changing deadlines. Was this review helpful?overall amazing companyDue to Xerox parent organization taking over there are quite a few changes going on right now that can be difficult at times for some, but overall I personally love working here! One of the best jobs I've had in
my career so far. Was this review useful? Many employees have been with the company for more than 10 years. They understand the importance of family and value their employees. There is a training. Central located in Virginia Beach near the city center, senior management staff are reliable and understanding, On the
training providedWas this review is useful? I absolutely loved my nearly 10-year career at ESI. The main management team made the work very easy. It's a diverse group of people who get a job every day! Was this review useful? Cool Job, HORRIBLE ManagementThis work would be fantastic if top guide was
absolutely self-absorbed. There is a reason for sales of execs. don't last more than 1 year. They never address one major issue about why people leave.... which is management. Was this review useful? The company is productive and has greater job security. It provides normal medical benefits and has good vacation
policy. I just want to have more room to move more efficiently. Was this review useful? A typical day will include maintaining a database of build instructions, fixing any errors, and improving the process. Also, switching the existing database to a new paperless system. Was this review useful? A rather relaxed
atmosphere in just a few hours to manage any type of any structure or difference between day and night shift otherwise really relaxed people's atmosphere is very friendlyWas this review helpful? It's not a good idea to come here! Job ads such as Tech or collectors intentionally leave critical aspects of the job. People
would obviously be very interested in changing hours, hours, wages, performance requirements and rates, quotas and what it is. Mandatory 12 hour shifts will also be interesting, and the fact that it has been mandatory for years or times of these shifts, especially with the night shift, which is uncharacteristic 3:00pm to
3:00am shifts. Collectors have a so-called bet or piece bet for the assignments assigned to them. Failure to make a speed can get them fired. Collectors are all from temporary agencies. They get orientation after starting in the company and many just go out on their first break as soon as they learn more. They're paid
$12 an hour. Many older people, in their 70s along with immigrants mostly from Muslim countries, Somalia comes to mind. No one has a technical or scientific educational base. salary every Friday, once a week, which should give an idea of the turnover of the rate. Mandatory 12-hour shifts have the result of grabbing
many people at work because they are tired and will find it difficult to go for an interview. Why is this happening? In Sioux Falls, 10% of the population lives in extreme poverty, 30% of jobs are low-wage, 29.2% of working families are 200% below the poverty line, and 31% of single-parent families with children are below
the poverty line. The company sticks it to people because they can, and there are tougher people they can use. They try to portray themselves in a good light, hosting - more ... Was this review useful? It's a terrible place to work. Rather keep people who do nothing until you bust behind. I wouldn't tell anyone to work here.
The workers who work the most are the ones who receive treatment like garbage. I don't know what it's like now, but during my time this place was just garbage. Maybe things have changed now, but this is a chance you will have to take. Management doesn't care about you. You are just another number on paper that



can be replaced. Was this review useful? It's a great work environment. took care of the family To be the manager of the postal account there for a little bit Year. Although the mailing list was a bit of an afterthought, I loved the business in general. Really cared cared family, realized when something in your life came up...
and genuinely cared about your success (it helps them too). Would recommend a friend, of course, as a great place to start your career. The industry is not a good choice of life in my opinion, but people were great.work environment, people, compensation (sometimes), flexibility, freedomindustry, meetings, email
chainsWas this review is useful? There are opportunities for promotion and successPerform their responsibilities and tasks as a private company. The opportunity to be creative and risk that benefit ESI and the customer. Culture does try to be customer-oriented, but may require internal time to achieve results.
Independent and accountable external influence can affect the processIn this review is useful? A productive high energy environment to work inIt was a good day-to-day electronic work service team members. Just making sure that the inventory on the floor was stocked and organized. Also, making sure the prices were
up to date on the goods, making sure that the interaction guests were accommodated as well. Was this review useful? Unprofessional environmentThis workplace was intense and strict. I was able to learn new skills. The most enjoyable part of the job was seeing things. Is the company's low-key atmostphereLanguage
and communications barrierWas this review useful? A great work environment and benefits... I advise everyone to work here straight from college or trying to gain experience. A lot of access to different software and platformsBeam this review is useful? CCPAElectronic Equipment - Supply-Repair - Service, Computer
Systems Designers and Consultants Will Be the First to Consider! Please contact the business for an update of the watch/services in conjunction with the COVID-19 advisory. Is this your business? Set up this page. Claims of this businessBB RatingHoursRegular HoursMon - Fri:8:00 am - 5:00
pmBrandsciscoAKAElectronic Systems RichmondOther Links //esi.net/#yeg94CategoriesElectronic Equipment - Supply-Repair - Service, Computer Systems Designers and Consultants Be the first to add a photo! People also ViewedAllegro9800 Jeb Stewart Pkwy Ste 106, Glen Allen, VAEdi Partners Inc2900 Hungary
Rd Ste 300, Henrico, VALanshark Computer Solutions147 Junction Dr., Ashland, VALeading Edge Syst Richmond Inc3711 Westerr Pkwy, Henrico, VAOliver Creative112 N Blvd., Richmond, W.
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